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News 2018 digest:

Trump: U.S. 'will not be a migrant camp ... not on my watch'
The president and his allies fanned out Monday to blame Democrats for a Trump administration policy
that separates undocumented children from their parents.

SCOTUS deals setback to political reformers trying to stop gerrymandering
Advocates were hoping that the high court would put an end to bizarrely shaped legislative districts, but
the justices punted.

Amazon shareholders to Jeff Bezos: Stop marketing facial recognition tool

Privacy activists have sounded the alarm about the tool, called Rekognition.

Teaching young kids to use guns safely won't necessarily keep them safe
Telling your children not to touch something isn't a good way to keep their hands out of a cookie jar, let
alone a gun safe.

Like a rolling stone: A surveillance robot that can travel on any terrain
GuardBot is a camera in a sphere that can roll around on any terrain. Other than being used for
surveillance, its creators are also hoping to develop it as a companion bot for patients with dementia and
for sports broadcasting.

Metal wire, mylar blankets: This is what a 'zero tolerance' border policy looks like
NBC News was part of a group that went behind Ursula's highly secured doors to see firsthand what
migrants go through before separations occur.

Deputy sexually assaulted undocumented woman's child, sheriff says
"The details of the case are quite frankly heartbreaking, disturbing, disgusting and infuriating all at the
same time."

Trump pal Stone now recalls meeting with Russian about Clinton dirt
Stone and another Trump associate, Michael Caputo, say they forgot about meeting with the Russian, who
allegedly wanted millions for dirt on Hillary Clinton.
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